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            Abstract
Using a whole-exome sequencing strategy, we identified recessive CCNO (encoding cyclin O) mutations in 16 individuals suffering from chronic destructive lung disease due to insufficient airway clearance. Respiratory epithelial cells showed a marked reduction in the number of multiple motile cilia (MMC) covering the cell surface. The few residual cilia that correctly expressed axonemal motor proteins were motile and did not exhibit obvious beating defects. Careful subcellular analyses as well as in vitro ciliogenesis experiments in CCNO-mutant cells showed defective mother centriole generation and placement. Morpholino-based knockdown of the Xenopus ortholog of CCNO also resulted in reduced MMC and centriole numbers in embryonic epidermal cells. CCNO is expressed in the apical cytoplasm of multiciliated cells and acts downstream of multicilin, which governs the generation of multiciliated cells. To our knowledge, CCNO is the first reported gene linking an inherited human disease to reduced MMC generation due to a defect in centriole amplification and migration.
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                    Figure 1: CCNO mutations cause a chronic airway disease with progressive loss of respiratory function.[image: ]


Figure 2: TEM photographs of respiratory epithelial cells of individuals with CCNO mutations show severe reduction in the numbers of motile cilia and basal bodies at the apical cell region and mislocalization of basal bodies and rootlets within the cytoplasm.[image: ]


Figure 3: MMC generation is markedly reduced in CCNO-mutant respiratory cells.[image: ]


Figure 4: Ccno acts downstream of mcidas.[image: ]


Figure 5: Cnno morphants show a reduced number of extending cilia and the presence of undocked centrioles.[image: ]
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Supplementary Figure 1 Pedigree and sequence files of the Kuwaiti family OP-1777.

Supplementary Figure 2 Homozygosity by descent mapping on chromosome 5.
The four affected, shown in the left four columns share a homozygous region (black) from 50,317,612 -65,419,300 bp. CCNO lies within that interval (Arrow) (yellow: heterozygous stage).


Supplementary Figure 3 ClustalW alignment of CCNO protein sequences of Homo sapiens, Mus musculus, Xenopus laevis, Oryzias latipes.
The position of the missense mutation resulting in exchange of an evolutionary conserved aminoacid residue is marked in blue c.638T>C; p.Leu213Pro.


Supplementary Figure 4 Pedigree and sequence files of OP-92.
The affected person show two mutations (a and b) in compound heterozygous status.


Supplementary Figure 5 Pedigree and sequence files of OP-151.

Supplementary Figure 6 Pedigree and sequence files of OP-642.

Supplementary Figure 7 Pedigree and sequence files of OP-857.

Supplementary Figure 8 Pedigree and sequence files of OP-971.

Supplementary Figure 9 Pedigree and sequence files of OP-1246.

Supplementary Figure 10 Pedigree and sequence files of OP-1367.

Supplementary Figure 11 Pedigree and sequence files of OP-1784.

Supplementary Figure 12 Pedigree and sequence file of BEL-1213.

Supplementary Figure 13 Xenopus data.
We studied the effects of morpholino-based knock-down of ccno on MMC generation in frog skin. The skin of ccno-morphants contained a normal number of multiciliated, mucus-secreting and proton secreting cells, indicating that ccno does not affect cell fate. Multiciliated cells (CCs) outer cells (OCs) and proton secreting cells (PSCs).


Supplementary Figure 14 Average number of centrioles per multiciliated cell in the skin of controls and ccno morphants.
Flag-ccno and MT-ccno RNAs lead to increased number of centrioles (basal bodies) per multiciliated cell.


Supplementary Figure 15 Centriole assembly.
(a-g) Xenopus embryos were injected at the two-four cells stage with RNAs encoding sass6-RFP, mRFP and cep152-GFP alone (control, a-b) or with mcidas-hgr RNA (c-d) or with both mcidas-hgr and the ccno-MO (e-f). Embryos were treated with Dexamethasone at stage 11 and then fixed 9 hrs later. Shown are confocal images of the skin (a-f). The average number of sass6-RFP and cep152-GFP foci per cell based on at least 240 cells taken from at least 8 embryos is presented (h) (h-n) Same experimental design as above, except that the tracer RNAs used were sass6-RFP/mRFP and deup1-GFP. The average number of sass6-RFP and deup1-GFP foci per cell based on at least 290 cells taken from 10 embryos is presented (n). Scale bar (10 microns) in panel a applies to all images. Error bars, standard deviation. Values obtained with mcidas-hgr plus ccno-morpholino differ in all cases significantly based on a two-tailed t-test from those obtained with mcidas-hgr alone (p<0.001).
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